DATA S H E E T

AuraSense Monitor
Active Monitoring for Oracle Forms / EBS
When it comes to the stability of your system, a quick response can be the
diﬀerence between something minor and a mission critical situation.

Does the stability of your Oracle Forms / EBS system keep you up at night? What if you
could get instant alerts on performance degradation, system lag times and critical
system failures the moment they occur in real time? Well now you can!
With AuraSense Monitor when the heart of your system stops beating we let you know
immediately, so you can remedy any Oracle Forms / EBS issue before your customers even notice
them. Our unique patented solution runs minute by minute health checks to ensure all servers are
online, and tests for bottle-necks in production business flows to maintain optimal system
performance. Any irregularities will trigger real time alerts sent to an email of your choice,
pre-empting problems before the end users have time to complain.

Simulate Oracle Forms User Workﬂows
AuraSense Monitor emulates real users to ensure Oracle Forms / EBS is running properly
end-to-end and alerts you when users may be affected by bugs or performance issues.
Capture workflows in minutes by recording your actions.
Define validations that trigger alerts using expected response times,
specific data values, and parameterization files.
Automatic monitoring agents, implemented as web services, execute your
Oracle Forms / EBS business processes.
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You Control The Monitoring Environment
and Get Notiﬁed When Things Go Wrong
Schedule tests to run at any frequency needed and decide how you’d like to manage monitoring
intervals, frequency and validations.
Built-in monitoring graphs/reports.
Integrate AuraSense Monitor within your existing monitoring
tools/environment.
Get email alerts upon system lags or failures.

Plug into DevOps and Monitoring Tools
Each AuraSense Monitor workflow is implemented as a RESTful web service, letting you easily run
and integrate Oracle Forms / EBS monitoring agents with external monitoring / testing tools.
Execute monitoring agents from continuous integration tools like Jenkins,
Bamboo.
Integrate with monitoring tools like Nagios, Zabbix, SolarWinds and others.
Should a system failure occur, the monitoring logs captured by AuraSense
Monitor will allow you to perform a rollback to the exact moment in time
prior to system failure.

About AuraPlayer
AuraPlayer transforms any back-end data source, legacy or cloud application, to any digital
experience, mobile application or Chatbot, without redevelopment. AuraPlayer’s mission is to
provide flexible, real-time solutions that enable Oracle customers to protect, integrate,
modernize and manage their business data to maximum advantage at minimal cost.
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